Don Drummond The Genius And Tragedy Of The Worlds Greatest Trombonist

Don Drummond-Heather Augustyn 2013-08-02 This is a comprehensive biography of a brilliant musician and his lover who forever shaped the course of ska, reggae, and popular music worldwide despite poverty, class separation, mental illness, racial politics, exploitation, and sexism that resulted in murder. Through the words of Don Drummond’s childhood friends, classmates, musicians, medical staff, legal counsel, and teachers, comes a first-hand story of his “unusual mind.”

Sk-A-Heather Augustyn 2014-01-10 Before Bob Marley brought reggae to the world, before Jimmy Cliff and Peter Tosh, before thousands of musicians played a Jamaican rhythm, there were the men and women who created ska music, a blend of jazz, American rhythm and blues, and the indigenous music of the Caribbean. This book tells the story of ska music and its development from Jamaica to England, where the music took on a distinctly different tone, and finally to the rest of the world. Through the words of legendary artists, gleaned from more than a decade of interviews, the story of ska music is finally told by those who were there.

Women in Jamaican Music-Heather Augustyn 2020-05-21 As the ubiquitous Jamaican musician Bob Marley once famously sang, “half the story has never been told.” This rings particularly true for the little-known women in Jamaican music who comprise significantly less than half of the Caribbean nation’s musical landscape. This book covers the female contribution to Jamaican music and its subgenres through dozens of interviews with vocalists, instrumentalists, bandleaders, producers, deejays and supporters of the arts. Relegated to marginalized spaces, these pioneers fought for their claim to the spotlight amid oppressive conditions to help create and shape Jamaica’s musical heritage.

Alpha Boys School-Heather Augustyn 2017-13-15 Facing a world of poverty, neglect, abandonment and even homelessness, young Jamaican boys are placed in a disciplinarian Catholic boarding school. With a rigorous musical training program overseen by an eccentric jazz-loving nun, the young virtuoso graduates of Alpha Boys’ School went on to change the shape of music forever. It’s the 1950s in Jamaica and a musical revolution is brewing. While Bob Marley and his bandmate Bunny Wailer grow up in the slums of Kingston, young virtuoso graduates of Alpha Boys’ School, including trombonist Don Drummond, are schooled into a style of rock steady, a sound that will conquer the globe. Starting with ska in the early 1960s, followed by rocksteady, eventually arriving at reggae in 1969, a group of virtuoso graduates of a Roman Catholic boarding school spearheaded a musical and cultural revolution that would reverberate around the world over half a century later. The Sisters of Mercy nuns at Alpha provided a home alongside industrial trades apprenticeships and religious indoctrination. One in particular, Sister Mary Ignatius, dedicated 64 years of her life to running the school’s music program. Her deep appreciation of jazz and her sense of fun endeared her to the boys in the band, inspiring them to attain greatness. From early Jamaican jazz giants like Joe Harriott and Dizzy Reece to the greatest ska band of all time, The Skatalites, and some of reggae’s most inspirational artists such as Cedric Brooks, Johnny Osborne, Leroy Smart and Yellowman, the Alpha story is the untold history of Jamaican music. Join Heather Augustyn and Adam Reeves as they delve into the history of this remarkable institution and reveal the lives and works of 47 of the greatest Alpha boys. The culmination of many years of work, using musicians’ personal recollections and a wealth of rarely seen photographs, Alpha Boys’ School: Cradle of Jamaican Music will take you to the heart of the Jamaican music story. Whether you are a lover of original ska and rocksteady, roots, dub, dancehall and beyond, these stories will take you deeper into the music. If you enjoyed Solid Foundation: An Oral History of Reggae by David Katz, Bussa Culture by Lloyd Bradley or So Much Things To Say: The Oral History of Bob Marley by Roger Steffens, then this is definitely for you.

Ska-Heather Augustyn 2013-09-09 Like other major genre forms, ska’s music develops, reveals, and reacts to the genesis and migration from its Afro-Caribbean roots and colonial origins to the shores of England and back across the Atlantic to the United States. Without ska music, there would be no reggae or Bob Marley, no British punk and pop bands, no American soundtrack to its various subcultures. In Ska: The Rhythm of Liberation, Heather Augustyn examines how ska music first emerged in Jamaica as a fusion of popular, traditional, and even classical musical forms. As a genre, it was a connection to Africa, a means of expression and protest, and a respite from the struggles of colonisation and grinding poverty. Ska would later travel with West Indian immigrants to the United Kingdom, where British youthful embraced the music, blending it with punk and pop and working its origins as a music of protest and escape into their present lives. The fervor of the music matched the energy of the streets as racism, poverty, and violence ran rampant. But ska called for brotherhood and unity. As series editor and pop music scholar Scott Calhoun notes: “Like a cultural barometer, the rise of ska indicates when and where social, political, and economic institutions disappoint their people and push them to re-invent the process for making meaning out of life. When a people or group embark on this process, it becomes even more necessary to embrace expressive, liberating forms of art for help during the struggle. In its history as a music of freedom, ska has itself flowed freely to wherever people are celebrating the rhythms and sounds of hope.” Ska: The Rhythm Liberation should appeal to fans and scholars alike—indeed, any enthusiast of popular music and American, Caribbean, and British history seeking to understand the fascinating relationship between indigenous popular music and cultural and political history. Devotees of reggae, jazz, pop, Latin music, hip hop, rock, techno, dance, and world beat will find their appreciation of this remarkable genre deepened by the stories of the origins and spread of ska.

How to Watch Basketball Like a Genius-Nick Greene 2021-03-02 A brilliant, entertaining deconstruction of basketball, drawing on the expertise of board-game creators, magicians, therapists, and more Basketball is the second-most popular sport in the world—an insanely complicated game built on a combination of athleticism, craftiness, rules, intangibles, and superstardom. However, while it’s enjoyable to watch, the real reason people love it is because it’s a cultural art form, and all the things that make it such a game are hidden in plain sight. How to Watch Basketball Like a Genius deconstructs the sport from top to bottom and then it puts it back together again, detailing its intricacies through reporting and dozens of interviews with experts. These experts, however, are a diverse group: wine critics weighing in on LeBron’s ability to delegate on the fly, magicians analyzing Chris Paul’s mystifying dribbling techniques, cartographers breaking down Steph Curry’s deadly three-point shooting. Every chapter treats basketball to a multi-disciplined study that adventures far beyond the lines of the court, examining key elements of the sport from the mind-bending and surprising and revealing angles. There’s a reason it has conquered the world, and every game is a chance to learn about pop culture, fashion, history, science, art, and anything else that bounces our way.

Powdered Eggs-Charles Simmons 2014-04-02 A young writer-to-be embarks on a comic coming-of-age journey through the crushing mediocrity of work, the vagaries of fate, and the mysteries of sex and confusion and conflicted but not altogether angry young man shares his observations, disappointments, rants, and sexual desires in a revealing series of letters to an unnamed friend. Our hero wants to be a writer, but is stuck doing mind-numbing work for an unscrupulous encyclopedia publisher. He muddles through two engagements, one to a bright-eyed Catholic virgin, the other to a woman pregnant with another man’s child. And the Great American Novel he is writing—about a man named Austin who is becoming invisible—may be a bit too much for the reading public to handle. But as long as he’s got his friends (like Jose, who is determined to bed and wed his cousin Rita the nun), his health (no thanks to the medical establishment that killed his father), and his libido, everything should turn out okay. Winner of the William Faulkner Foundation Award for notable first novel—more outrageous than Catcher in the Rye and more scandalous than Portnoy’s Complaint—Charles Simmons’s Powdered Eggs is an unforgettable view of young American life through an amusingly jaundiced eye.

Songsbirds-Heather Augustyn 2014-09-19 In a music world that was rougher than rough, where boys took on the roles of monarchs of royalty and machismo like Duke and King and Lord, where boisterous ringeasers filled the air with a raucous call and response, and where bandleaders were kings of their bands, emerging from the ranks to rule the world with a deft touch to ‘”mash up,” breaking sound system equipment and smashing bottles of beer on brick walls, how was a little girl with a sweet song in her soul to have a chance? Some Jamaican women found a way. They freely to wherever people are celebrating the rhythms and sounds of hope.” Ska: The Rhythm Liberation should appeal to fans and scholars alike—indeed, any enthusiast of popular music and American, Caribbean, and British history seeking to understand the fascinating relationship between indigenous popular music and cultural and political history. Devotees of reggae, jazz, pop, Latin music, hip hop, rock, techno, dance, and world beat will find their appreciation of this remarkable genre deepened by the stories of the origins and spread of ska.

Even When You Lie To Me-Jessica Alcott 2016-06 Because she sees herself as ugly and a failure, tolerated only because of her friendship with pretty and popular Lila, Charlie dredges her senior year but crash a new charismatic English teacher, Mr. Drummond, makes school bearable until her eighteenth birthday, when boundaries are crossed.

Don Drummond-Heather Augustyn 2013-08-03 This is a comprehensive biography of a brilliant musician who forever shaped the course of ska, reggae, and popular music worldwide, only to take the life of his lover and in so doing, destroy his career at the age of 30. In his short life Don Drummond created an enduring legacy despite poverty, class separation, mental illness, racial politics, and the exploitation of his work. The words of Don Drummond’s childhood friends, classmates, musicians, medical staff, legal counsel, and teachers enliven this story of his “unusual mind.” They recall the early days in the recording studio, playing the instrumental backup for Bob Marley and others, and the nights in the Rasta camps where musicians burned the midnight oil and more. They remember the gyrations of his lover, Margarita, the Rumba Queen, as she tantalized audiences at Club Havana; tell what happened that tragic night when Drummond stabbed Margarita four times; reveal details of the trial (delayed more than a year as Drummond was ruled mentally unfit) and offer insights into Drummond’s death in a mental asylum at age 35.

Crowned with Genius-James Buchanan 2009-10-13 In the early eighteenth century, Edinburgh was a filthy backwater town synonymous with poverty and disease. Yet by century’s end, it had become the marvel of modern Europe, home to the finest minds of the day and their breathtaking innovations in architecture, politics, science, the arts, and economics—all of which continue to echo loudly today. Adam Smith penned The Wealth of Nations. James Boswell produced The Life of Samuel Johnson. Alongside them, pioneers such as David Hume, Robert Burns, James Hutton, and Sir Walter Scott transformed the way we understand our perceptions and feelings, sickness and health, relations between the sexes, the natural world, and the purpose of existence. In Crowned with Genius, James Buchanan beautifully reconstructs the intimate geographic scale and boundless intellectual milieu of Enlightenment Edinburgh. With the scholarship of a historian and the elegance of a novelist, he tells the story of the triumph of this unlikely town and the men whose vision brought it into being.
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Read Online
**The Wild Highway**

Bill Drummond and Mark Manning’s first trip together, to the North Pole, resulted in the classic book Bad Wisdom. Their second trip was to Zaire, a jungle hell on the verge of bloody civil war, where they travelled up-river in search of the ghost of Conrad’s Kurtz. With trusty adjutant Gimpy, they underwent all manner of adventures and ordeals before finally fleeing the country the very day before rebels blew up the only international airstrip.

**While You Sleep: A Novel**

Stephanie Merritt 2019-03-05 A modern-day ghost story set on a remote Scottish island, While You Sleep is a page-turning, chillingly erotic Hitchcockian thriller evoking the dark atmospheric of a house that may be more than it seems. . . . It begins, they say, with a woman screaming . . . On a remote Scottish island, the McBride house stands guard over its secrets. A century ago, a young widow and her son died mysteriously there; just last year a local boy, visiting for a dare, disappeared without a trace. For Zoe Adams, newly arrived from America, the house offers a refuge from her failing marriage. But her peaceful retreat is disrupted by strange and disturbing events: nighttime intrusions; unknown voices; a constant sense of being watched. The locals want her to believe that these incidents are echoes of the McBride’s dark past. Zoe is convinced the danger is closer at hand, and all too real—but can she uncover the truth before she is silenced?

**The Breaker**

Nick Petrie 2021-01-12 "Nonstop action at a machine gun pace. If you aren’t reading Nick Petrie, now is the time to start."—C.J. Box Peter Ash tangles with dangerous enemies and terrifying technology in the newest thriller from bestselling author Nick Petrie. A man wanted by two governments, Peter Ash has found a simple, low-profile life in Milwaukee, living with his girlfriend June and renovating old buildings with his friend Lew. Staying out of trouble is the key to preserving this fragile peace. . . . But when Peter spots a suspicious armed man walking into a crowded market, he knows he can’t stand by and do nothing. Peter does interrupt a crime, but it wasn’t at all what he’d expected. The young gunman appeared to have one target and one mission—but when he escapes, and his victim vanishes before police arrive, it seems there is more to the encounter than meets the eye. Peter’s hunch is proven correct when a powerful associate from his past appears with an interest in the crime, and an irresistible offer: if he and June solve this mystery, Peter’s record will be scrubbed clean. But while Peter and Lew trace the gunman, reporter June dives into the victim of the man, a face that rings a bell in her memory. As their parallel investigations draw together, they’re thrust into the path of a ruthless tech thief, an eerily cheerful assassin, a brilliant and troubled inventor, and a revolutionary technology that could wreak devastation in the wrong hands. But for Peter, even more is at stake: this investigation is his only path to a life free from the threat of prosecution or prison. Before the end, he’ll have to fight harder than ever before to ensure that freedom doesn’t come at too high a cost.

**Solar Story**

Paolo Bacigalupi 2011-01 An alchemist determined to heal his sick daughter and save his town from a weed-like plant that feeds off magic invents a device that destroys the plant, but as things start to go wrong after he shows the device to the town’s mayor.

**Dubwise**

Klive Walker 2005 Reggae’s influence can be heard in the popular music of nations in a variety of continents. In Dubwise, Klive Walker takes a fresh look at Bob Marley’s global impact, specifically his legacy in the Caribbean diaspora. While considering Marley’s status as an international reggae icon, Walker also discusses the vital contributions to reggae culture authored by other important Jamaican innovators such as poet Louise Bennett, hand drummer Oswald “Count” Ossie Williams, jazz saxophonist Joe Harriott, ska trombonist Don Drummond and singer Dennis Brown.

**The Praxis**

The Praxis Jon Willis Jones 2019-02-26 "Space opera the way it ought to be [. . .] Bujold and Weber, bend the knee; interstellar adventure has a new king, and his name is Walter Jon Williams."—George R.R. Martin The first book in the completed Dread Empire’s Fall trilogy, followed by The Sundering and Conventions of War. All will must bend to the perfect truth of The Praxis For millennia, the Shaa have subjugated the universe, forcing the myriad sentient races to bow to their joyless tyranny. But the Shaa will soon he no more. The dread empire is in its rapidly fading twilight, and with its impending fall comes the promise of a new galactic order . . . and bloody chaos. A young Terran naval officer marked by his lowly birth, Lt. Gareth Martinez is the first to recognize the insidious plot of the Shaa’s unnamed mastermind: rule or destroy. Lt. Martinez will be able to capitalize on the Shaa’s destruction if he can win the love and friendship of the strange and beautiful Caroline Sula, a pilot whose beautiful face conceals a deadly secret, are now the last hope for freedom for every being who ever languished in Shaa chains -- as the interstellar battle begins against a merciless foe whose only perfect truth is annihilation.

**While You Sleep**

Klive Walker 2005 Reggie’s influence can be heard in the popular music of nations in a variety of continents. In Dubwise, Klive Walker takes a fresh look at Bob Marley’s global impact, specifically his legacy in the Caribbean diaspora. While considering Marley’s status as an international reggae icon, Walker also discusses the vital contributions to reggae culture authored by other important Jamaican innovators such as poet Louise Bennett, hand drummer Oswald “Count” Ossie Williams, jazz saxophonist Joe Harriott, ska trombonist Don Drummond and singer Dennis Brown.

**Dirty Deeds**

HelenKay Dimon 2017-08-08 No dirty deed goes unnoticed in a seductive game of cat and mouse. But for Alec and Gaige, the wrong move could get them killed. Alec Drummond didn’t make his billions by playing nice—or by playing much at all. When it comes to pleasure, Alec only has time for whatever’s quick and easy, which is exactly what he gets from his company’s hot new computer genius. But Gaige Owens isn’t some pushover. He pushes back, and it’s giving Alec a rush. The question is, could Gaige be the one who’s leaking trade secrets? Just to be safe, Alec keeps him close. Will Alec’s golden touch turn Gaige into his one big score? Or will Gaige’s manipulation turn the tables and make Alec his? Whether Alec makes his billions by playing nice—or by playing much at all. When it comes to pleasure, Alec only has time for whatever’s quick and easy, which is exactly what he gets from his company’s hot new computer genius. But Gaige Owens isn’t some pushover. He pushes back, and it’s giving Alec a rush. The question is, could Gaige be the one who’s leaking trade secrets? Just to be safe, Alec keeps him close. Will Alec’s golden touch turn Gaige into his one big score? Or will Gaige’s manipulation turn the tables and make Alec his?

**The Praxis**

William J. Dufris 2010 This book, the first in the completed American Wind Band series, is a comprehensive account of the development of the trombone, from its initial form as a 14th-century Medieval trumpet to its ascent in the 15th century; from its marginalized use in a particular Renaissance ensemble to its acceptance in various kinds of artistic and popular music in the 19th and 20th centuries. The book is illustrated with more than 80 images and includes an appendix of transcriptions of selected primary source documents with translations and a comprehensive bibliography.

**Bad Wisdom**

Bill Drummond 2003 Bill Drummond has earned (and exhausted) a reputation as one of the young man’s religion of rock and roll, the authors undertake an epic journey to the North Pole to sacrifice an icon of Elvis Presley. Two very different approaches of their own make such things easier to think about than getting things started. . . adding to the already paradise-like quality of doing things—starting within the girl’s own family. Blending detail-filled watercolors, engaging cartoon-style narration, sidebars, and an afterward, the author showcases another community going green in amazing ways.

**Genius Foods**

Max Lugavere 2018-03-20 New York Times Bestseller Discover the critical link between your brain and the food you eat and change the way your brains ages, in this cutting-edge, practical guide to eliminating brain fog, optimizing brain health, and achieving peak mental performance from media personality and leading voice in health Max Lugavere. After his mother was diagnosed with a mysterious form of dementia, Max Lugavere put his successful media career on hold to learn everything he could about brain health and performance. For the better half of a decade, Max Lugavere The Genius And Fragility Of The World's Greatest Treasures 26
he consumed the most up-to-date scientific research, talked to dozens of leading scientists and clinicians around the world, and visited the country's best hospitals and clinics—all in the hopes of understanding his mother's condition. Now, in Genius Foods, Lagueree presents a comprehensive guide to brain optimization. He uncovers the stunning link between our dietary and lifestyle choices and our brain functions, revealing how the foods you eat directly affect your ability to focus, learn, remember, create, analyze new ideas, and maintain a balanced mood. Weaving together pioneering research on dementia prevention, cognitive optimization, and nutritional psychiatry, Lagueree distills groundbreaking science into actionable lifestyle changes. He shares invaluable insights into how to improve your brain power, including the nutrients that can boost your memory and improve mental clarity (and where to find them); the foods and tactics that can energize and rejuvenate your brain, no matter your age; a brain-boosting fat-soluble method so powerful it has been called "biochemical liposuction;" and the foods that can improve your happiness, both now and for the long term. 

With Genius Foods, Lagueree offers a cutting-edge yet practical road map to eliminating brain fog and optimizing the brain's health and performance today—and decades into the future.

Regen-Howard Johnson 1982
Asylum 3-Book Collection
Madeleine Roux 2015-02-06 Here are all three novels in Madeleine Roux’s haunting, bestselling Asylum series, perfect for fans of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. Asylum: Madeleine Roux's New York Times bestselling Asylum is a thrilling and creepy photo-illustrated novel that Publishers Weekly called "a strong YA debut that reveals the enduring impact of buried trauma on a place." Featuring found photographs from real asylums and filled with chilling mystery and page-turning suspense, Asylum is a horror story that terrifies the line between genius and insanity. Sanatorium: In this haunting, fast-paced sequel to the New York Times bestselling photo-illustrated novel Asylum, three teenage girls at a mental asylum must unlock long-buried secrets from the past before the past comes back to get them first. Featuring found photographs, many from real vintage and antiques, Sanatorium is a mind-bending reading experience that blurs the lines between past and present, genius and insanity. Catacomb: The heart-stopping third book in the series follows Dan, Abby, and Jordan as they take a senior year road trip to one of America’s most haunted cities, uncovering dangerous secrets from their past along the way, and realizing that sometimes the past is better off buried . . .

Charlie Goes to School- Ree Drummond 2013-06-25 When Mama and the kids are busy with their lessons, Charlie decides to start a class of his own with Suzie, Kitty, and Walter.

Bob Marley: The Untold Story-Chris Salewicz 2014-04-06 What was it about Bob Marley that made him so popular in a world dominated by rock 'n roll? How is it that he not only has remained the most successful reggae artist ever, but also has become a shining beacon of radicalism and peace to generation after generation of fans? The man who introduced reggae to a worldwide audience, Marley was a figure in the cultural, social, and political sense. From immensely humble beginnings, with talent and religious belief his only weapons, the Jamaican recording artist applied himself with unceasing perseverance to spreading his prophetic musical message across the globe. In 1980, on tour, Bob Marley and the Wailers played to the largest audiences a musical act ever experienced in Europe. Less than a year later, Marley was dead, only thirty-six years old. Sales of Marley's albums before his death were spectacular; in the years since he died, they have been phenomenal. Chris Salewicz, the bestselling author of Redemption Song, the classic biography of Joe Strummer, interviewed Bob Marley in Jamaica in 1979. Now, for the first time, in this thorough, detailed account of Marley's life and the world in which he grew up and which he came to dominate, Salewicz brings to life not only the Rastafari religion and the musical scene in Jamaica, but also the spirit of the man himself. Interviews with people of all ages who knew Marley and have never spoken before are woven through the narrative as Salewicz seeks to explain why Marley has become such an enigmatic and heroic figure, loved by millions all over the world.

Through the Language Glass-Guy Deutscher 2010-08-31 A masterpiece of linguistics scholarship, at once erudite and entertaining, confronts the thorny question of how—and whether—culture shapes language and culture, language Linguistics has long shied away from claiming any link between a language and the culture of its speakers: too much simplistic (even bigoted) chauvinism about the primacy of the culture and the superiority of the language. Linguistics and the cultural context of language are both too complex for that. Now, in this book, Guy Deutscher reclaims the link between language and culture, and argues that it is not only a valid link, but a rich one. Language itself does in fact reflect culture in ways that are anything but trivial. Audacious, delightful, and field-changing, Through the Language Glass is a classic of intellectual discovery.

Operation Jump Up- Heather Augustyn 2018-10-06 When Jamaica became independent on August 6, 1962, ska music was playing in yards, dancehalls, and in recording studios as this new nation celebrated. It was a spiritual music, full of promise, optimism, and energy and it was the perfect sound to showcase to the world. Now that Jamaica was independent, what better way to demonstrate the culture, beauty, and art of Jamaica than through ska, both as a music and as a dance. The Jamaican government, tourist and business industry, and newly developing music industry made it their mission to bring Jamaican music to the world: through events they termed Operation Jump Up. This is the story of that effort and how, for a brief time, ska rivaled the Beatles and the Twist.

Ska- Heather Augustyn 2013 In Ska: The Rhythm of Liberation, Heather Augustyn examines how ska music first emerged in Jamaica as a fusion of popular, traditional, and even classical musical forms. As a genre, it was a connection to Africa, a means of expression and protest, and a respite from the struggles of colonization and grinding poverty. Ska would later travel with West Indian immigrants to the United States, where British youth embraced the music, blending it with punk and pop and working it into its origins as a music of protest and escape into their present lives. The fervor of the music matched the energy of the streets as racism, poverty, and violence ran rampant. But ska called for brotherhood and unity.

Eye Mind- Paul Drummond 2010-11-23 The dazzling 13th Floor Elevators released the first 'psychedelic' rock album in America, transforming culture throughout the 1960s and beyond. The Elevators followed their own cosmic agenda - to change society by finding a new path to enlightenment. Their battles with repressive authorities are legendary. Lead singer Roky Erickson was put away in a mental institution for twenty years, but his music still resonates today. His masterpiece, 'The Psychedelic Sounds of the 13th Floor Elevators,' is considered one of the most important and influential rock albums ever recorded. This is the story of that effort and how, for a brief time, ska rivaled the Beatles and the Twist.

The Virgil Encyclopedia of Reggae-Colin Larkin 1998-10-01 Colin Larkin has compiled the most comprehensive, chronological, and critically perceptive music reference ever published. The Virgil Encyclopedia of Reggae is a detailed, informative, and inspiring guide to this subculture and its artists, from the reggae pioneers to the present. The encyclopedia covers the history of reggae, from its roots in Jamaica to its growth in the United States and Europe. It includes detailed biographies of prominent reggae artists and bands, as well as discussions of the social and political context in which reggae developed. The book is an essential resource for anyone interested in reggae music.

The Virgin Encyclopedia of Reggae-Colin Larkin 1998-10-01 Colin Larkin has compiled the most comprehensive, chronological, and critically perceptive music reference ever published. The Virgin Encyclopedia of Reggae is a detailed, informative, and inspiring guide to this subculture and its artists, from the reggae pioneers to the present. The encyclopedia covers the history of reggae, from its roots in Jamaica to its growth in the United States and Europe. It includes detailed biographies of prominent reggae artists and bands, as well as discussions of the social and political context in which reggae developed. The book is an essential resource for anyone interested in reggae music.

Wheel and Come Again-KwameSem Neville Dawes 1998 A dance hall session in poetry, Wheel and Come Again takes readers into the heart of reggae, into the seduction of the drum and bass. The poems mix all the resources of language with the reggae mood. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

The Pioneer Woman Cooks-Ree Drummond 2010-06-01 Paula Deen meets Erma Bombeck in The Pioneer Woman Cooks, Ree Drummond's spirited, homespun cookbook. Drummond colorfully traces her transition from city life to ranch through recipes, photos, and pithy commentary based on her popular, award-winning blog, Confessions of a Pioneer Woman, and whips up delicious, satisfying meals for cowboys and cowgirls alike made from simple, widely available ingredients. The Pioneer Woman Cooks—and with these "Recipes from an Accidental Country Girl," she pleases the palate and tickles the funny bone at the same time.
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